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Miller voted new mayor of BG
by Caroline Langer and Greg Connel

Someone in the crowd yelled' 'it's Miller time" as the mayor-elect made his
acceptance speech last night, and the
crowd toasted the GOP landslide in yesterday's city elections.
Republican candidates won three of
the five council seats up for election as
well as the mayoral race.
Edwin Miller, mayor-elect, plans to
carry out the goals outlined during his
campaign, including solving the city's
financial problems in a business-like
way" and improving "town/gown" relations through communication, he
said.
From the standpoint of industrial development, Miller said he plans to
launch a "forceful and dynamic pro-

gram to get the kind of industry we are
interested in," to widen the tax base
and to draw on ideas brought forth by
"people who want to see Bowling Green
to move ahead in a positive manner."
Republican Donald Pond, 1st Ward
council-elect, plans to "immediately
begin the process of alleviating tensions
among residents and students of Ward
One" by setting up quarterly meetings
and neighborhood dialogues.
"I will also continue working on the
housing problem by discussing the feasibility of new and old ideas," Pond
said, adding that he will be discussing
plans concerning economic development. "Once the groundwork is
laid for that, the rest will fall into
place."
William Blair, the Republican 3rd
Ward council-elect to his third term,
said council would need to find addi-

tional funds for the city budget.
"Where are we going to get the
money? We need money. This is the
money we have now, how are we going
to spend it? We need input from citizens," Blair said, adding that a new tax
levy may be necessary.
Republican William Herald, 4th Ward
council-elect to his third term, said he
will continue working on the city budget, providing fire and ambulance
protection to the west side of town, improving the flow of traffic and solving
neighborhood problems brought to his
attention while campaigning.
"We now have a Republican controlled council, with a Republican mayor,
to improve the city," Herald said.
Mayor Bruce Bellard, Democrat,
said the city will be well served with or
without the Democratic party in power.
"I do not anticipate a big difference in

the long run, there are going to be some
short term changes, but there will be
good people in office and they'll be serving the best interests of the city," he
said. "Obviously, I would like to see our
people in there, but we will still have
enough people in office to maintain the
checks and balances."
Prior to the posting of election results, Democrat Thomas Anderson,
who won the position of council-atlarge, said he was cautiously optimistic
about the Democratic party's chances.
For his own candidacy, Anderson predicted a close race.
"My instincts are that I'm all right. If
I had to bet, I would bet I would win, but
I wouldn't bet a lot," he said.
By the time the final results were
posted, however, Anderson was one of

only two Democrats to wind up on top.
Trailing early in the evening, he caught
up to Republican candidate Pearl
Wotschak to win by five votes.
"I told you I wouldn't bet a lot," be
said after the votes were in. "I guess I
earned my name — 'Landslide Anderson.'"
Anderson won a City Council post in
1971 by only three votes, and lost it in
1973 by 37 votes.
The other Democratic winner, Jeffrey Gordon, 2nd Ward, defeated Republican candidate Keith Goralske by 139
votes.
Gordon said he could not explain the
overwhelming Republican victory.
"I've been so involved in my own
war. I haven't been watching the others," he said.

Don Pond wins 1st Ward
by Caroline Langer
city editor

The first student to be elected
to city council stresses he does
not intend to "push a student
agenda."
Donald Pond, 1st Ward council-elect said, "I didn't run for
office iust to get a student on
council. I ran to represent the
whole ward, which happens to
include the University.
During his acceptance speech

he thanked fraternity brother,
Mike Baez, former chair of the
Republican party, for working
with him on his campaign since
Feb. 10, and his other fraternity
brothers for "bombarding the
campus" to rally for student
votes.
As votes began trickling in
from election headquarters,
they showed Pond leading
James Davidson 218-189 in the
part of ward one which did not
include the campus.

"If you would have told me at
11 a.m. that I'd be here (giving
the acceptance speech) right
now, I wouldn't have believed
it," said the beaming sophomore
accounting major.
"I have always had a strong
interest in the working of
government. This is the type of
thing I'd like to do with my life.
I'd like to stay in the public sector after I graduate from college," he said.

School bond levy OK'd
by Kelly Rose
city reporter

Bowling Green City School officials celebrated
while the Wood County Department of Human
Services board dealt with defeat last night alter
receiving the results of yesterday's election.
The Bowling Green City School 2.2 mill bond levy
was approved by a margin of 736 votes with 3,841
votes in favor of the bond
Richard Cummings, city school superintendent,
said he was delighted with the victory.
"It is a great victory for the kids." he said.
Cummings said the Board will begin working
with the architects to finalize plans for additions to
Kenwood Elementary, Conneaut Elementary and
Bowling Green Senior High School. Bidding on the
projects should begin in January and the elementary additions should be ready for the fall semester of next year. The high school addition is scheduled for completion August 1989.
With a sign of relief, he added he was optimistic

the bond would pass, but admitted having reservations during the campaign.
"It was always a possibility it would not pass because the levy had been highly contested, but now
we'll be better able to provide for the growing population of children," Cummings said.
After the defeat of the 1.3 mill levy for the Wood
County Department of Human Services, Ruth
Larabee, director, said the department will regroup and put the issue back on the ballot in the future.
The levy received 13,086 in favor of the proposed
increases and enhancement of social services to
children and older adults. There were 14,573 votes
cast against the levy.
"We'll be looking at priorities and then have to
look from there concerning any cutback we may
need to make," Larabee said.
In the race for seats on the Bowling Green City
Board of Education, the top three vote-getters
were Eugene Adler, Suzanne Clark and Peter Hutchinson. Adler received 3,838 votes, and Clark
received 4,406 votes, while Hutchinson, current
Board President, had 3,567 votes cast in his favor.

Election Round-up
Yesterday's unofficial Bowling Green
voting results
Mayor
Edwin Miller (R) d. Patrick Ng (D)

2,967 • 2.393

Ward.
Donald Pond (R) d. Jim Davidson (D)

552 -418

Ward 2
Jeffrey Gordon (D) d. Keith Goralske (R)

543 - 404

Ward 3
William Blair (R) d. Carl Hall (D)
Ward 4
William Herald (R) d. Dennis Maas (D)

838 - 592
1.317-661

At-large
Thomas Anderson (D) d. Pearl Wotshcak (R)

2,632 • 2,627

Human Services Levy
For - 13,086;

Against - 14,573

BG School Levy
For-3,814;

Against-3,105

State Issue 1 (82.7 percent state counted)
For • 1.656.604;

Against ■ 485,379

State Issue 2 (82.7 percent state counted)
For - 1,388,138;

Against - 579,506

State Issue 3 (82.7 percent state counted)
For • 739,274;

Wednesday
DEx-CIA agent Ralph McGehee last
night told students the CIA is nothing
more than a covert operations agency,
see story page three.
□ "Deadheads, gonzos and erazies"-no, it's not a heavy-metal band. It Is
a new organization that's formed on
campus, see story page four.
riThe BG club rugby team finishes
1987 season as the National Champions, see story page eight.

Against • 1,327,459

BG News/Mike McCune
Republican Donald Pond, sophomore accounting major, is congratulated by his friend Rona Wotschak. freshman marketing major, after winning the 1st Ward council position over Democrat Jim Davidson, professor of
EDFI, by a vote of 552 to 418.

Faculty urges divestment
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

In a "resounding" vote taken
at yesterday's meeting, the
Faculty Senate approved a
resolution urging the Bowling
Green State University Foundation to divest its holdings from
companies doing business in
South Africa.
Ralph Wolfe, chair of Faculty
Senate, said the 47-7 vote, with
five abstentions, showed the
"resounding position of the faculty in urging the Foundation to
divest."
The Foundation has holdings
worth $162,000 in 17 companies
doing business in South Africa,
said Dwight Burlingame, vice
president of University relations
and secretary to the Foundation.
The Foundation's policy now
is to make no new investments
in companies doing business in
South Africa unless the company is working to end aparth-

eid, he said.
The Senate's divestment
resolution stated several
reasons for the stance the faculty chose to take.
It stated investment in companies doing business in South
Africa is a tacit endorsement"
of apartheid and apartheid is
"contrary to the basic principles
of equality, fairness and justice" upon which the University
is founded.
In addition, it stated over 130
universities nationwide have
either totally divested or have
some policy barring investment
of funds in companies doing
business in South Africa.
Ashel Bryan, chair of the
Foundation, said not divesting
does not mean the Foundation is
for apartheid. In fact, he said,
the Foundation is against South
Africa's national policy, but
does not believe divesting would
help black South Africans.

Senate amends
pay resolution
byJidkWaBaca
copy editor

9£ percent salary increase resolution to be assd (or budfrtadroa^ bgto increaaeg by approving the salary Ircraaaa
SctiatetotodMaiaaddttioiMUjpfarasa.

view salaries and WtrscS^h- aa directly reieUri
The amendment states: "wlieiw*, tiw Fae^ Senate, bekg ■■■■Mil i to the perception test faotfty salary atrriMi

□ See Senate, page 3.

News in Brief
Minority forum tonight
Tonight at 7:30 in 121 West Hall there will be a
Racism and Minority Enrollment Forum. The
forum is being sponsored by the Undergraduate
Student Government,
Many groups will be discussing what can be done
about the problems of racism and low minority enrollmentaVtheUniversity.
Following the presentations there will be time
provided for an open discussion on these topics.
University President Paul Olscamp will be present at the forum and may make a presentation,

Warm weather forecasted Owens defeats Finkbeiner 1
The National Weather Service has predicted
mostly cloudy skies for the Toledo area today with
the high temperature about 70 degrees with soumwesf winds between 10 and 20 mUesner hour.
— --- — , ,lt , . ...,
rwMa^LS^
tween 35 and 40 degrees.

.mi.,!,,,,.!.,

Tomorrow will be partly cloudy with temperatures reaching near 5u degrees.

Donna Owens will be the first Republican to!
serve three consecutive terms as mayor of Toledo |
in more than a century.
0weM
****** iWrit Carty Finkbeiner!
48^71 to 42,787.
'
1
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Increases unjust
Udergraduate Student Government president
David Robinson vesterday proposed an
amendment clarifying the Faculty Senate's position on the proposed 9.5 percent to be used for budgetplanning purposes.
Tne revised amendment read, "Whereas, the
Faculty Senate, being sensitive to the perception
that faculty salary increases equate to increased
instructional fees and wishing this perception not to
continue, is not advocating an increase in instructional fees for the 1988-39 school year."
In simpler terms, the esteemed faculty of this
University is trying to wash its hands clean of increased instructional fees.
A 9.5 percent salary raise would increase instructional fees because with state funding being reduced, few sources of funding are available. Either
fees would have to go up or more corners would
have to be cut.
Instead of amending the resolution, Robinson
should have publicly rejected it yesterday. This is
an increase neither students nor the Board of
Trustees should accept.
An amendment to the original resolution means
absolutely nothing. In fact, it's a contradiction of
terms for Faculty Senate to ask for nearly a 10 percent increase and in the same breath not advocate
raising instructional fees.
Harold Lunde, Faculty Welfare chair, said the
faculty doesn't want to see instructional fees increased, but would like the faculty to be competitive with other state universities.
A 9.5 percent salary increase "just to be competitive" wnen student fees are sky-rocketing is insane.
Why wasn't the salary pool increased gradually
over the past five, 10,15 or 20 years to keep up with
the other universities?
Asking students to take another fee increase so
faculty salaries can be increased is ludicrous. If fee
increases continue, the University is going to be
unaffordable for many students. Enrollment could
possibly decline.
Then the faculty can cry for their jobs — because
there isn't going to be anyone left for them to teach.

Evolution of two centerfolds
Hite turns advocate of women's wants, Hahn greets 'new life'
By Scott Munn
Glances.
She accepted offers to pose
nude for Out and Playboy magazines because the money was
good. Hite blames "society" and
skin magazines for exploiting
women. She says now that the
experience was "extremely
painful and embarrassing."
— Time on Shere Hite
"I am not being immoral or
anything. I am doing something
that says 'Jessica is not a robot.
She is not to be used and thrown
out. She is an individual.'"
—Jessica Hahn in Playboy
Ms. Hite has her cake, then
finds society an opportunistic
baker. Ms. Hite bares (almost)
all, "in words and pictures," as
P/aWxyhelpfully puts it.
Shere Hite, to start. "Are
women fed up?" Time almost
gleefully asked on a recent
cover, giving the matter six
pages of thought. "Back Off,
Buddy," they added mockferociously in another headline.
Granted, the Time quote I've
opened with has little to do with
women and Love, a Cultural
Revolution in Progress, Hite's
new book. It does, however, provide a clue to her value system,
for if she can deftly switch the
blame for posing in Playboy
onto society, she can just as easily pull a switch on men. How's
this for emotional blackmail?
Television interviewer:

Letters
Rape different from
other violent crimes
This letter is a response to the
letters in the Oct. 30 BG News.
Robert Russ asserted that rape
is a crime of violence, not sex.
"It fits into the same category
as murder, robbery and mugging," wrote Russ. No, Robert.
Rape is a crime of violence, but
rape is obviously not in that
same category. You yourself observed that "the vast majority
of rapes have the woman as the
victim and the man as the violator." This characteristic of the
crime of rape is what makes it
markedly different from murder, robbery and mugging. With
rare exception, rape is a crime
of violence aimed at women by
men. This is why rape is a feminist issue; murder, robbery and
mugging are not. No, Robert,
this does not make all men guilty of rape — but we defy your
assertion that "men are equally
outraged by rape." Did you help
the women who put up the rape
banner? And now that the banner has been torn down, why
aren't you making a new one to
But up, if indeed you are "equay outraged by rape"? It seems
that you could help the cause of
rape awareness in a more constructive way than writing an
attack on Women for Women.
We seriously doubt your dedication to this issue as evidenced by
the comments in your letter. If
you were "equally outraged,"
then you would support a group
that was doing something about
it.
As for Women for Women,
what exactly has made you feel
so defensive? Is it the fact that
we acknowledge and exercise
our right to be women for
women? It is of vital importance
to women on this campus and
nationwide to have an organiza-

tion that is set up by women, run
by women, and for women.
There should be nothing inherently threatening to men about
that. It is "women-only space,"
if you will, which is necessary in
order for women as a suppressed group to empower themselves, much in the same way
that people of color form organizations in order to empower
themselves as a suppressed
group. The concept of groups
such as these should be understood and accepted by groups
which already have a power in
our society.
There is, however, a definite
S'lace for men like yourself in the
ight against rape, as well as in
every battle thai feminists fight.
The first and obvious way has
been previously mentioned, by
supporting Women for Women's
stand on these issues. Another
simple way of taking responsibility for the fear that women have
of being raped is this: The next
time you are walking on campus
at night behind a female who is
alone, step back and create
some distance between her and
yourself, because she will be
wondering if you are a potential
rapist. This is not to say that all
men are guilty of the crime of
rape — but a woman has no way
of knowing who is or isn't an
offender until it is possibly too
late. This small action on your
part is little to ask when compared to the fear and pain of
rape that women feel as a group.
As for Steve Bettwy's letter, in
which he stated that "Women
for Women is regarded, on this
campus and nationwide, as a
radical organization whose
members are just a little too fanatical to be taken seriously."
Steve, you poor thing, you haven't any idea what radical is if
you think Women for Women is
radical! And is radical so bad?
Are you perhaps asserting that
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no radical change is needed in
our perfect, democractic
system?
Kristi Miller
112 N. Prospect St.
KalindeWebb
OCMB6014

Great Ideas fulfills
core of all majors
I want to correct a misleading
statement in the article "Great
Ideas set to fill Arts and Sciences core requirement" (Oct. 28).
The course, listed as Arts and
Sciences 200, is not "A new addition to the College of Arts and
Sciences core." The course is
part of the University core.
Thus, students in all colleges at
the University can take it (after
completing English 112) to fulfill
either a Humanities/Arts or a
Social Science group requirement. Because those requirements vary somewhat from college to college, and from major
to major, students should contact their college advisers to see
what requirements Great Ideas
will fulfill.
Regardless of the college,
however, five sections of Great
Ideas will be offered next
semester. I urge those students
who want to be challenged intellectually to enroll.

Shere (Hite) — woman with a handful of
rocks, all of them aimed at men. Jessica
(Hahn) — woman with a handful of rocks, a
number of which she's dropped on her
own head.
"Y" chromosome, perhaps?
Of course not. Hite gets along
fine with her husband, "He even
changes light bulbs without being asked." She has, unintentionally, provided the answer:
gene splitting. Either that or
obedience school.
Men aren't quick enough on
the uptake. It's OK to cry, we've
known that at least since Reagan took office, but we're crying
for the wrong person — us. Or,
as one Hite statistic has it, "Men
think they are so mature, but
deep down they are such babies.
They expect to be catered to.
They whine and complain."

"What if men decide they don't
want to change?"
Hite: "We'll leave you."
Hite, feeling the collective pulse of women, has apparently
found the beat to be powered by
dissatisfaction. This isn't really
news. Were we a content nation
of men and women we'd hardly
need to be told so by a news
weekly. But there you have it.
Don't trust Time, though.
Trust the 4,500 out of 100,000
women surveyed who bothered
responding to Hite's questions.
As the Missouri-born author
herself says, "That's enough for
me."
Her findings are, in the least,
disconcerting. It seems that:

Women are "caught between
an anger that makes them want
to leave and a longing to create
love," again Hite. Blame? "It's
men's attitudes toward women
that are causing the problems."

—95 percent of the women feel
emotional and psychological
harassment from the men they
love.
— 77 percent are fed up by
men's inability to listen.
— 70 percent of those married
more than five years are having
affairs. Most don't feel guilty.

Conclusions: "(Men) are such
babies" is baby talk itself. At
this point it might be interesting
to note that there is, linguistically, no female equivalent for a
misogynist.

The list is endlessly bruising.
The 1960s and 1970s haven't solved the 1980s. Why?
There's no need for a "why"
because she's right, and more
important, because men will
never learn — whether we know
the whys about it or not.
Conclusions: This is the easy
way out, but it is fodder for endless future books on the subject.

— As if men did all the quiet
bullying. As if women cornered
the market for broken hearts. As
if men were the only sex who
sometimes have problems coping with their emotions or, as the
survey put it, with "verbal
closeness." And, as if women
were the only ones caught between leaving and loving.
Shere Hite offers no evidence,
only numbers with so much air
blown into them they're meaningless (4,500 out of 100,000?
What happened to the other
95,500? Are we to assume they
were content? Too busy to answer? A silent majority?
What?)
Shere Hite and Jessica Hahn
have nothing in common other
than that they've both had a
nodding acquaintance with the

Though Hite confesses to being a mere Ouija board for a
private but pervasive angst, she
offers no way out but the impossible. According to Time, she
sees no fundamental reason why
a man can't be more like a
woman, thus, eliminate your
enemy by assimilating him.
Have him become you.
A world without that pesky

airbrush.
Also: Shere — woman with a
handful of rocks, all of them
aimed at men. Jessica — woman
with a handful of rocks, a number of which she's dropped on
her own head.
Hahn, according to a harrowing narrative in Playboy, was
raped. And I'm not going to argue her definition of rape; we'll
just go ahead and call it a given.
Then on to...
"These pictures are a celebration of a new life for me. A new
beginning. For the first time in
my life, someone took the time
to ask, 'Jessica, what do you
want?'"
At least half a million.
Can you blame her, though,
for trying to make the best of a
bad situation? For taking the
money when she's already lost
her self-respect?
No and yes.
In eight out of 13 shots in the
Playboy essay, Ms. Hahn is
wearing little more than sunscreen from the waist up. Three
other pictures are dated — two
show her as a child in typical
Slaymate centerfold fashion,
ne of the captions sports the
obligatory family booster, this
from her brother Danny. "He's
supported me through all this."
The closing take is dreamlike
in quality. So is the accompanying prose, which has the resonance of the jabber a religious
cult initiate might be prone to:
"No one had ever (asked Jessica, what do you want?) ...
Playboy did. That's why the pictures are as important as the
story."
Jessica Hahn didn't say that,
one of Hugh Hefner's writers
did. And if Jessica did say it,
she's been raped again, this
time by choice.
Shere Hite is also firmly in
control: of her husband, her destiny, her statistics.
Hahn seems content with her
two-dimensional, four-color
album of innocence.
Hite seems content with a rift
she's no intention of writing to
heal.
The rest of us will never be
content, even when we are. But
then, that's not news, either.
Munn is a freelance writer living in New York City.

SouHb, S» v/rtrVt"

Thomas Klein
Professor of English

Respond
The BG News editorial
Stage is your campus
orum.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for varification, must
be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
Correction
Mike Machaskee, senior technical communications major,
was incorrectly identified as
Erik Strom, graduate student in
the College Student Personnel
master's program, in a photo
appearing in the Tuesday edition of The News.
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Ex-member
says CIA lies
Agency arranged 'murders'
by Melissa McGMfvray
managing editor

When Ralph McGehee 20 years
ago discovered that the CIA was
responsible "for the ashes of
beautiful young children," he
felt like killing himself.
As a 25-year veteran of the
CIA, McGehee resigned his position — believing the agency had
lied to the American people and
arranged the "murders" of innocent people during the Vietnam War.
' 'It was all over for me — I had
nothing left except rage and
fury," he said, reflecting on his
experiences for a crowd of about
300 in the Gish Film Theater last
night.
McGehee was a director of
covert operations in Vietnam
when he concluded the CIA was
merely a "covert operations
arm of the American government." His conclusion eventually led to his internal protesting
within the agency.
BG News/Michelle Thornewell

Ralph McGehee
1

11

1

11 1

1

1

"I beca i. .he enemy," said
McGeh j, who is traveling to a
■'o'sn universities under the
sponsorship of the Progressive

Student Network.
The CIA has continually lied to
the American people, especially
during Vietnam, he said. He added that the agency "created"
the communist invasion on
South Vietnam.
"Here's where the agency's
dirty tricks come in," he said,
describing how the CIA forged
documents in the name of communists, rigged elections and
lied about troop numbers.
"We murdered — there's no
better word for it — several million Vietnamese at a cost of $6
billion to us," he said.
McGehee said he sees a similar situation occurring in the
Philippines, where popular support is behind the communists,
yet the CIA tries to portray the
situation as a small band of unpopular guerillas.
In answer to a student question, McGehee said he does not
propose eliminating the CIA.
"People sometimes call me a
radical, but I'm only advocating
that the CIA become an intelligence agency," instead of a
covert operations agency, he
said.

Money
C Continued from page 1.
equate to increased instructional fees and wishing this perception not to continue, is not
advocating an increase in instructional fees for the 198M9
school year."
Robinson said approval of the
amendment to the resolution
was vital in coordinating students and faculty in the fight
against rising tuition.
"The approval of the amendment states students and faculty
can work together on what is the
number one issue that students
are concerned with tuition,"
Robinson said. "The students
want faculty to get quality pay
—what we are concerned about
is tuition going too high."
Harold Lunde, Faculty Welfare chair, said the salary in-

Senate
D Continued from page 1.
"Divesture would remove tax
support for companies trying
help black South Africans. It
would have no effect on the
government of South Africa," he
said.
Burlingame said divesting
holdings from certain companies would mean the companies would stop giving grants
lo the University, creating a
hardship. The grants involve
$250,000 per year distributed to
students, faculty, departments
and extra-curricular activities.
In other business, the Senate
approved a resolution recommending the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee make a 9.5
percent increase in the 1988-39
salary pool for continuing faculty. This increase is needed to

crease would make the University "competitive" with
similar universities.
Lunde said the pay scale for
the University was compared to
doctoral-level schools within
Ohio and the United States to establish the increase rate.
"It's the kind of increases the
faculty needs to be competitive
with other schools who also have
to watch tuition rates," he said.
"We (faculty) are not advocating tuition increases — it is up to
the University to find ways to
gay faculty and yet be competive with tuition."
Genevieye Stang, Senate secretary, said the resolution may
not go as is before the Board of
Trustees.
All iSenate actions are directed
to the Board, but this resolution
will be used for planning by the
Senate Budget committee.
bring faculty salaries to parity
with the 60th percentile of doctoral-level universities in the
nation, a goal of the Senate for
several years.
Harold Lunde, chair of the
Faculty Senate welfare committee, said, "To get and retain top
quality faculty, the University
must pay faculty well."
A concern expressed by
several faculty members is that
faculty salary increases will be
achieved at the expense of students in the form of tuition increases.
The Senate therefore apEroved an amendment proposed
y Undergraduate Student
Government president Dave
Robinson and further amended
by Senator Judy Adams which
explained the Senate is not advocating an increase in student
instructional fees.
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Christmas CRAFTS
DATE: November 14.1987 Saturday
TIME: 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
WHERE: 203 Hayes Hall
FEE: $8.00
Minimum: lo

Maximum: 20

SIGN-UPS END Thursday November 12,1987
* SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE 3rd floor union
* NO Refund Will Be Given Unless UAO Cancels the
* NO Refund Will Be Given If You Fail To Attend The
Class.
************************************
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'Crazy' group formed 'Hacker' evidence weak
There is only one requirement
for students who want to join a
new organization forming at the
University — a desire to have
fun.
The DGC organization was
founded by Mike Machaskee,
senior technical communications major, about six weeks
ago. The letters 'DGC stand for
deadheads, gonzos and crazies.

fraternity or sorority, and were
stopped by the time or money
involved.
"This group has similar benefits. We would like to achieve
some fraternal bond of brotherhood, but DGCs does not take as
much time, and will charge
about one-firth of what the greek
organizations charge," he said.
All decisions made by the
DGCs will be democratic, with a
vote including all members, he
said.
Machaskee's reason for starting the group was to offer students an alternative.

"Deadheads are people who
are fans of the Grateful Dead,
gonzos are people who have an
unorthodox way of doing things
and crazies are people who like
to get crazy," Machaskee said.
The main objective of the
group is to have fun, he said.
"This is for people who want
to get together and have fun.
We, of course, will not discriminate on the basis of color or
sex," he said. "The theme of
DGCs is not to discriminate
against anyone for anything he
stands for. '
Comparing the DGCs to the
greek organizations at the University, Machaskee said that the
DGCs are less formal and have
no restrictions for membership.
Both men and women can join.
"Let me put it this way. You
don't have to run through the
University Union in pink underwear to be in our motley group,"
he said. "It is a fraternity for
non-fraternity people."
Machaskee said he is not putting down the greek system, but
this group is for students who
might have considered joining a

"When I came to BG, I experienced a feeling of not having a
very big choice as to fraternities. It seemed that there was
hardly a difference between
them," he said. "Hopefully, this
will offer students something
new."
Machaskee does not have a
specific plan to recruit members
and is reiving for the most part
on word of mouth.
"It is important for everyone
to know that anyone is welcome.
We do run personal ads to let
people know about our meetings, and we generally expect to
get a pretty good turnout.
The group has about 15 mem-

E
cinema

woodland mallBOWL,NG
GREEN
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ATTRACTION

The DGCs intend to perform
at least two community services
per semester, and are consideruig visiting a nursing home this
semester.
"This is a building and trial
semester for the DGCs. We will
work from what we see happening this semester," Machaskee
said.
The organization is not yet registered with the University, but
is in the process of doing so, Machaskee said.
To become an official University organization, a group
must turn in a petition to the Office of Student Activities. The
group has 30 days to formalize
the constitution and elect the
officers of the group, Gregg DeCrane, assistant vice president
of student activities, said.
"As long as a group complies
with the guidelines stated in the
Student Code and federal laws,
they can become an official
group," DeCrane said. "We do
not make judgment calls on the
groups."
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other computers. While dialing the telephone
numbers, Berkowicz contacted a local resident
who had a tracer on her telephone in a telephone harrassment case.
Berkowicz had called the home four times,
but not to harrass the residents, Alvord said. He
investigated the Berkowicz's calls and noticed a
large number of calls placed on the phone.
Alvord, a University police lieutenant and the
chief assistant city prosecutor, obtained a
search warrant Oct. 22 and Berkowicz was
"caught in the act."
Berkowicz was arrested and released on his
own recognizance. The computer was confiscated as evidence.
After the telephone calls were traced, Alvord
discovered Berkowicz allegedly made 3,639
calls between Aug. 20 and Oct. 20 to Kroger,
1086 N. Main St., General Telephone Company
of Ohio and other computers across the nation
including New York City and Dallas.

Classics highlighted
Gish group promotes film notoriety, awareness
by Barb Weadock
reporter
Though the film careers of
Dorothy and Lillian Gish have
come to an end, their work will
still bring an awareness of
classic films to the University.
A national advisory commiltee for the Gish Film Theater
has been created at the University for the purpose of promoting the notoriety of the film
theater and increasing the number of films and speakers that
will be presented.
Ralph Wolfe, professor of

English and film studies and curator of the theater, said with
the help of Lillian Gish's manager, James Frasher, he organized the national advisory committee.
"They (members of the committee) accept the invitation to
serve because they are longtime admirers of the Gish sisters," he said. "Membership
comes from both the East and
West Coast. The East Coast is
represented by Helen Hayes,
Miss (L.) Gish close and dear
friend, and the Museum of
Modern Art, who has taken an
interest in preserving film as a
treasure.
"The West Coast is represented by Eva Marie Saint, Roddy
McDowall, and others. Jeanne
Moreau represents an international perspective."
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Municipal Court Judge James Bachman
ruled during a preliminary hearing Monday
that there was insufficient evidence in the case
of a University student charged with computer
"hacking."
Detective Al Alvord Mid a grand Jury will decide next month whether then is enough evidence to prosecute James Berkowicz, «9 Darrow Hall, with four felony counts of unauthorized telephone use.
Berkowicz, 18-year-old computer science
major, was using a computer and telephone
modem to dial local and toll-free numbers in an
alleged effort to contact a bulletin-board
system.
Alvord said a bulletin-board system, located
on campus, is for computers to "talk" legally to

The Undergraduate Student Government Presents:

Phone No.
354-0558

PRINCE OF
DARKNESS

copy editor

bers, and Machaskee said he believes more will join when the
word gets around.
"Quite a few people have exSressed an interest, many of
lem being freshmen and sophomores, which I was really
pleased to see," he said.
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SUSPECT

byJanNlO.Wadley

"This is for people who want
to get together and have fun.
We, of course, will not
discriminate on the basis of
color or sex."
-Mike Machaskee

by Rebecca Thomas
copy editor

THESIS.
WE DELIVER.

DATE: Wednesday, November 4, 1987
PLACE: 121 West Hall
TIME: 7:30 PM
TOPIC: Several groups will present ideas as to what can be
done about the problems of RACISM and LOW MINORITY ENROLLMENT. Time at the end of the Forum
will be provided for an open discussion of these issues.

419-352-9951.

Moreau is a French actress,
director and film writer that
directed a feature-length motion
picture on Lillian Gish.
The committee work is done
on a volunteer basis.
With the board's help, Wolfe
flans to increase the number of
ilm theater events.
In the past year, the theater
hosted a two-day celebration of
Lillian Gish's birthday which included a lecture by Anthony
Slide, film historian and member of the advisory committee.
The theater also showed
"Hearts of the World," starring
Lillian and the late Dorothy
Gish, Wolfe said.
Also this semester, a Jean
Arthur film retrospective is being shown.
"'For next semester, I'm planning to do a Roddy McDowall
retrospective," Wolfe said.
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"Established USG gets to work
by Julie Wallace
copy editor
With the 1987-88 goals established and goal-oriented
projects underway, the Undergraduate Student Government
staff is "getting to work."
Jim Perry, USG vice president, said USG's work consists
of holding a racism forum tonight to establish methods for
fighting racism on campus, and
preparing a report about the
lack of student parking to present to the Board of Trustees.
USG is also trying to develop
alternate ways to balance the
University's budget without using the proposed tuition increase
for the next school year.
The members of this year's
executive cabinet are:
■Dave Robinson, junior polit-

Roblnton

Perry

Brlckner

ical science major, was elected
last spring as USG president.
Robinson's duties include being
the official "student voice" to
the Board of Trustees and any
other campus group.
■Jim Perry, senior interpersonal and public communications/sales management major,
is vice president of USG. Also
elected In the spring, Perry is
responsible for coordinating
internal affairs within the organization and acting as a

Landl*

spokesman for USG.
■ Denise Brickner, senior
graphic design major, is executive cabinet secretary. Brickner
is responsible for keeping the
minutes of the meeting and the
USG office coordination.
■Todd Landis, sophomore
accounting major and USG
treasurer, is the only returning
cabinet member from the
1966-87 school year. Landis is responsible for monitoring the
USG budget.

Lor*

McConnaughy

■Jeff Lors, senior English
major and National, State and
Community Affairs coordinator
is in charge of issues relating to
those topics. He arranged the
USG voter registration drive.
■ Kelley McConnaughy,
senior elementary education
major, serves as the Academic
Affairs coordinator for USG.
Responsible for academically
related concerns, she is also organizing teacher evaluations
and the USG faculty awards.

Peterson

Rumble

■Tim Peterson, senior recreational administration
major, is Student Welfare coordinator and was responsible for
the student survey completed
earlier in the semester.
■Kristin Rumble, sophomore
business major and USG's University Committee Coordinator,
organizes the committees
system in USG. She is to make
regular reports to the General
Assembly about the committees.

Sterling

Strong
■Mary Sterling, junior public
relations major, is Public Relations coordinator. Her responsibilites include preparing the
fliers and newsletters to be sent
to students and faculty.
■Kim Strong, senior philosophy major, is Chief Legislative
Officer for USG. In this position,
Strong acts as a liason between
the General Assembly of USG
and the cabinet members.
Strong was elected to the position by the General Assembly.

GSS attacks grad problems Preview Day is
by Debbie Rogers
staff reporter
The semester is half over and
with two meetings behind them,
Graduate Student Senate is
starting to tackle the major concerns of graduate students,
which include housing and the
new registration system.
The executive officers of GSS
■Larry Jones, president of
GSS, said he has been involved
in government since his first
semester at the University when
he was a representative-atlarge. Jones is studying for his
master's degree in public administration and sees GSS as a
stepping stone for his career.
"This is going to be important
to me when I get out into the real
world," he said.
■Laura Raccina, assistant to
the president, said her position
will help her after graduation.

She is also
studying public administration.
She said she
believes the
executive staff
works well
together under
Jones' direction.
"He (Jones) Jones
has put together a tremendous
group of individuals for the senate this year," Raccina said. "I
think we've done a lot this year
— a lot more than the senate has
done in the past."
■Drew Klein, vice-president
of GSS, said he will also draw on
his experience throughout the
year, since he was a senator last
year. Klein is studying for his
master's degree in College Student Personnel and said he got
involved in GSS because he was
concerned for the welfare of
graduate students.
"I like to find f**4IVQ solutions to problems," he said. "I

Parent's Day
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

Reeve
Klein
Spence
Tancre
also hope to bring openness (to Student Government to guide
GSS) so graduate students voice her in her position with GSS.
their concerns."
Tancre is also in the public ad■Angela Spence, who is in ministration graduate program.
charge of programming for
"I have time; I think I'm quaGSS, is tackling a major project lified
being involved in
for GSS this year. She is gauging USG," from
she said.
graduate students' opinions
■Ann Reeve, the treasurer of
about a banquet that could be GSS,
also attended the Universiheld in May tor graduating stu- ty for her undergraduate degree
dents.
and
said
she is a member of GSS
Spence, who is studying for
she likes being involved
her master's in music educa- because
in campus organizations. Loytion, is also responsible for the alty is another quality Reeve
GSS jazz cafes and pizza parties. said she has to offer GSS.
"Once I take on a commit■Teresa Tancre, secretary
ment, I become dedicated to it,"
for GSS, said she will look to her Reeve said, who is studying
experience with Undergraduate business administration.

ATTENTI

It's that time of year again — time for the University's annual
Preview Day.
Preview Day is over 10 years old, and this year it just happens to
fall on Parent's Day.
Thomas Glick, executive associate director of admissions, said,
"This is a good time for preview day because prospective students
will see the University at its fullest. On the other hand, there will be
some problems because of the limited amount of parking and with
the large number of visitors on campus there is bound to be some
confusion."
One feature of Preview Day is Minority Preview Day, which is being co-sponsored by the Office of Alumni and Development.
"'There are an estimated 2,500 students, parents and counselors
expected to attend this year's event, 300 to 500 of which are expected
to be minorities," Glick said.
Minority Preview Day is designed to acquaint black and Hispanic
high school students with scholarship opportunities, career interests, and minority activities and student organizations at the University, Glick said.
The minority section of Preview Day will begin at 9:30 a.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. There will be displays on student activities, financial aid, admissions, cultural groups and organizations.
There will be guided campus tours and various academic departments will offer tours of their facilities in the morning.
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Second portrait session is now!

At

This is it for this year so
schedule your appointment now.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
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U.S. fires on fishing boat
Emirates, denied reports that
any seamen were hospitalized or
treated.
India's consul in Dubai, Aroun
Kumar, told The Associated
Press, Sharjah police informed
him late yesterday that "one Indian citizen was killed by gunshot wounds in the high seas."
The diplomat said he was given
no further information.
Other sources quoted a surviving crewman as saying the warship, identified by the Pentagon
as the missile frigate Carr,

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) One Indian crew member died
when a U.S. Navy frigate fired
on a private fishing boat it apparently believed was a hostile
Iranian craft, Persian Gulfbased shipping sources said yesterday.
The sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said
several other crewmen on the
fishing boat suffered minor iniuries. Hospital officials in Sharah, one of the United Arab

opened fire with machine guns
although the fishing boat and
two others with it were making
way for the frigate and a tanker
to pass.
the shipping sources' account
was similar in many respects to
one given earlier yesterday by
Iranian officials, who denied
any Iranian vessels were involved in an encounter Sunday
with the U.S. Navy.
The sources said the Americans fired on an "Indian
launch" owned by the Sharjah

government, killing one Indian
crewman and wounding three
others.
In Kuwait yesterday, a bomb
exploded near the Interior Ministry, wrecking at least three
cars and shattering car
windows. No injuries were reported.
The blast occurred in a traffic
circle about 50 feet from the
Interior Ministry complex in the
fashionable Shamiya neighborhood, about 1V4 miles from
downtown Kuwait.

Fire ruins Haiti council office
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Fires
broke out yesterday at the office of the Provisional Electoral Council and at a business
run by a council member, hours after some
former officials of ousted dictator JeanClaude Duvalier were barred from running
for president.
An electoral council member said the fire
at the council headquarters was arson, and
he blamed "the enemies of democracy."
The first floor of the downtown council
headquarters on Pavee Street was destroyed
by fire shortly after midnight, and the heavy
iron door was broken down. Most of the
council's material was destroyed.
A few blocks away, Continental Trading,
S.A, a business operated by electoral council
member Emmanuel Ambroise, was destroyed by a fire that began about the same

time. It was still smoldering nearly eight
hours later.
Also yesterday, shots reportedly were
fired in the party headquarters of presidential candidate Sylvio Claude and at the
offices of a regional electoral office and the
home of a senatorial candidate.
The offices were reported riddled by bullets, and one radio station said a security
guard was wounded. The identities of the
gunmen were not known, and there were no
immediate reports of other injuries.
The nine-member independent electoral
council has vowed to risk their lives to
uphold a ban on Duvalierists from running
for public office. The prohibition is part of a
new constitution approved after Duvalier

fled to exile in February 1986, ending nearly
30 years of a family dictatorship.
Claude, one of the seven major presidential candidates, told Radio Metropole
that the attack on his office would not prevent him from running in the presidential
election, scheduled for Nov. 29.
Claude, of the center-left Christian Democratic Party, is a bitter opponent of the military-dominated junta and of Duvalierist
candidates. The three-man junta has governed since Duvalier's ouster and is to turn
power over to the elected government.
Two leading opposition politicians have
been slain in Haiti in the past three months.
The armed forces ana their Duvalierappointed officers have been blamed for the
violence, and the junta has been criticized
for not stopping it.

Sanctions halt President picks
against Japan cabinet member
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan will lift an
additional $84 million in sanctions against Japanese products
based on a government report
that Japan has stopped flooding
world markets with low-cost
computer chips, his spokesman
said yesterday.
The action will likely come by
week's end, said Marlin Fitzwater, the spokesman. In June,
Reagan lifted $51 million of the
$300 million in sanctions imposed last April.
Fitzwater said that $165 million in retaliatory tariffs will
still be in place because Japan

has not given U.S. chip manufactures sufficient access to its
markets.
Reagan imposed the tariffs on
Japanese televisions, power
tools and small computers after
U.S. officials determined that
Japan had violated a 1986
agreement on semiconductor
trade.
The Commerce Department
said Monday that Japan, which
earlier had ceased "dumping"
computer chips at bargainbasement prices in the United
States, also has stopped the
practice in foreign markets.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan yesterday nominated
former Interior Undersecretary Ann Dore McLaughlin to succeed
William Brock as secretary of labor for the last 15 months of the
Reagan administration.
"Welcome to the team," Reagan told McLaughlin at a Rose Garden ceremony.
McLaughlin, responding, called the nomination "a very special
privilege that would give her "a special bond" with American
workers.
"As the second woman to undertake this privilege, I am indeed
aware of the challenges," she said. The first female labor secretary
was Frances Perkins, who served under President Franklin
Roosevelt.
There appeared to be little initial sentiment among Democrats or
union leaders to attempt blocking McLaughlin's confirmation by the
Senate.
"We're going to take a pretty good look at her, but it doesn't seem
like she's drawing any serious opposition," said Paul Donovan, a
spokesman for the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee,
which is chaired by Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.
Reagan's Cabinet has been without a woman since Elizabeth Dole
announced her resignation as transporation secretary in September
to work full-time on the presidential campaign of her husband, Sen.
Bob Dole, R-Kan.
The only other women ever in Reagan's Cabinet were Jeane Kirkpatrick, who served four years as the U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations, and Margaret Heckler, who was secretary of health and
human services for 2'/4 years.
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THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
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News Briefs
S. African troops killed
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — South Africa
said yesterday that 12 of its
troops died in an operation
that killed 150 guerrillas in
Angola.
The army said its "preemptive strike" Saturday
killed 150 guerrillas of the
South-West African People's
Organization. The group has
been fighting for 21 years to
gain independence for Southwest Africa, also known as

Namibia, which lies between
South Africa and leftist Angola.
The statement said a
20-year-old rifleman died
Sunday of wounds sustained
in the attack. Nine other
South Africans and two Southwest Africans also were
killed.
The guerrillas operate from
bases in southern Angola and
annually make an offensive
into South-West Africa.

Weinberger leaving post
WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger intends to resign
and will be replaced by
President Reagan's national
security adviser, Frank Carlucci, sources say. Senate
Republican leader Bob Dole
[iredicted yesterday that Carucci will easily win confirmation.
The sources, speaking
Monday night only on condition they not be named, said

the change of the guard over
the nation's defense machine
would be announced soon,
possibly today, and that Carlucci's deputy, Lt. Gen. Colin
Powell, would take over as
Reagan's national security
adviser.
Powell would be the first
black to hold that position.
Dole, speaking with reporters after Reagan met with
GOP congressional leaders,
said that Carlucci "will be
well received" by the Senate.

Demjanjuk war ID 'fake'
JERUSALEM (AP) — A
historian and relative of Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy testified yesterday at John Demianjuk's Nazi war crimes
trial that he doubted the
authenticity of an SS identity
card that allegedly shows
Demjanjuk trained as a death
camp guard.
"Virtually everything we
know of the provenance of
this document would excite
the gravest suspicions in any
fair-minded historian's

mind," defense witness Nikolai Tolstoy, 52, said on his
second day of testimony.
Tolstoy, an expert in
modern Russian history, said
he was suspicious about the
document because a Soviet
official known to have been
involved in document forgeries took part in negotiations
for its release to Western investigators.
However, Tolstoy stopped
short of saying the document
was forged.

Candidates ask for aides
WASHINGTON (AP) Two presidential candidates
— Democrat Jesse Jackson
and Republican Pat Robertson — have asked the Secret
Service to give them protection sooner than the usual
January start-up date.
Neither has received a response from the Secret Service.

Jackson received early
Brotection in his last bid for
le 1984 Democratic presidential nomination, beginning in November 1983. He
has reported that he received
314 death threats during that
campaign.
RoDertson's campaign did
not report any specific incidents.

City has 'museum edge'
CLEVELAND (AP) Planners of the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame Museum say
they have an edge in planning
and fundraising on others
who might hope to build similar institutions honoring rock
music and its performers.
The reported planning of at
least one rival hall has organizers of Cleveland's rock 'n'

roll hall of fame fearing competition for corporate sponsorship and exhibit donations.
But the fear of competition
is tempered with the knowledge that Cleveland has
already been associated with
the hall of fame movement,
according to Christopher
Johnson, director of the
Cleveland project.
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Oil enters Maumee Illinois law challenged
TOLEDO (AP) — About 1,000 gallons of hazardous diesel fuel oil overflowed from a storage tank
and seeped into the Maumee River, officials said
yesterday.
Don Moline, commissioner of Toledo's environmental services, said the oil spill could kill fish.
"When you hit that thing with 1,000 gallons of
fuel oil, you've done something to that bottom area
at the edge of the river," he said. "We expect a fish
kill in a couple of days. Oil is a petroleum Droduct
and is not a desirable thing to ingest. So, fish that
ingest the oil will die."
Also, heavy oil like this, after a portion of time,
starts to sink," he said. "When it sinks, it will
cause problems for fish near the bottom of the
river. That's why we're trying to get as much of
the oil out of the water as soon as possible."
The spill, which spread across a four-mile area

along the banks of the city, occurred about 7 a.m.
at the Great Lakes Cold Storage Inc., warehouse,
Moline said.
The company was transferring fuel oil between
two storage tanks and somehow one tank overflowed and spilled the substance into a nearby
storm sewer which leads to the Maumee River, he
said.
The oil slick was reported to fire officials by city
workers stationed at a garage near International
Park.
Moline said Great Lakes will pay for the cost of
the two-day cleanup, which is expected to run
about $200,000.
"We don't see any danger from it," he said. "It's
not flammable under normal circumstances, and
it has been pretty well confined. We've trapped a
major portion of the spill."

Falwell resigns from post
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Rev. Jerry Falwell said yesterday he is resigning as president
of the Moral Majority and will
no longer play an active role in
stumping for political candidates or lobbying for causes of
the religious right.
"I am now rededicating my
life to the preaching of the gospel," he said at a news conference.
However, he said his views on
issues will remain well known
through his television ministry.
He said he continues to favor
Vice President George Bush for
president but will take no active
role in any campaign.
Falwell, 54, said ne also would
be closely involved with Liberty
University, which he founded
near his church in Lynchburg,
Va., and with a developing program to provide a national

phone number through which
people in crisis — pregnant
teens, drug addicts and others —
could receive counseling and
other help.
The minister noted that he had
told his church members in
Lynchburg one year ago that he
f fanned to pull back from poliics and other non-church
efforts. But since that time he
was brought in to take over PTL
after the sex scandal involving
Jim Bakker and a church secretary.
Falwell has now left PTL, and
he said he felt he owed it to his
church to return to them full
time — though he will also continue his television ministry.
Falwell, who founded the
Moral Majority in 1979, said,
"Eight years is a long time."
He said conservative Christians have gotten used to being

join
the great

more involved in politics and secular issues in those eight years
and that he felt confident they
would stay involved.
"There s no need now for
Jerry Falwell to walk point and
be the lightning rod, he said.
"Sometimes you get tired of being the lightning rod."
Nearly two years ago, Falwell
had announced that the Moral
Majority was being subsumed
into an umbrella organization
called the Liberty Federation.
He is resigning as president of
both groups.
He said the Moral Majority
had a budget of about $8.4 million for the past fiscal year.
Falwell said his positions as
president of the groups will be
taken by Jerry Nuns, whom he
described as "an entrepreneur
from Atlanta."

WASHINGTON (AP) — States
must be allowed to protect the
right of parents to consult with
their young daughters who seek
abortions, the Supreme Court
was told yesterday.
An Illinois law, requiring that
parents be notified at least 24
hours before teen-age girls abort
their pregnancies, should be
reinstated, state Deputy Attorney General Michael Hayes argued.
"The law protects the constitutional right of parents to properly control the upbringing of
their children. It protects family
structure and protects minors
from their own immaturity," he
said.
But Colleen Connell, a Chicago
lawyer representing doctors
who perform abortions, said the
law exposes teen-age girls to
medical risks in a misguided attempt to promote family unity.
Lower courts have blocked the
1983 law from being enforced.
If the Supreme Court reinstates the law and it serves as a
model for other states, abortion
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could become a less-available
alternative for many American
teen-agers who become pregnant. The number of such pregnancies now is more than one
million a year.
The court's decision in the
case, the only abortion controversy currently before it, is
expected by Julv.
The Illinois law, enacted by
the state General Assembly over
Gov. James Thompson's veto,
required that unmarried girls
under 18 and still financially dependent on their parents notify
both parents 24 hours before
having an abortion.
The law allowed a girl to avoid
notifying her parents if she
could prove to a state judge she
was mature enough and wellinformed enough to make the
decision on her own and that notifying her parents would not be
in her best interest.
Doctors who failed to comply
with the law's requirements
faced criminal prosecution.
A federal trial judge struck
down the law, but the 7th U.S.
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Circuit Court of Appeals did not
go that far.
The appeals court ruled that
the 24-hour waiting period was
an impermissible infringement
on the right to have an abortion.
But it left to the state Supreme
Court the issue of whether the
law sufficiently protected the
confidentiality and anonymity of
girls who appeal when a judge
denies permission for an abortion.
The state court has not yet
ruled on that issue, resulting in
what Justice Thurgood Marshall
yesterday called "a Mexican
standoff/'
The justices first must decide
whether the state's appeal is
premature in light of the state
court's inaction. They may decide merely to send the case
back to the lower courts.
Or the court could end up deciding only the constitutionality
of the 24-hour waiting period.
The court legalized abortion in
its landmark 1973 decision based
on a woman's constitutional
right to control her body.
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Ruggers national champions Wyche supports
Konczak, Ault finish one-two in scoring race

last-place squad

Closing the books on a season which lasted
one week too long, the Bowling Green club
rugby team sleep-walked its way to a trio of
victories against Ohio State and a single win
against Denison.
The Falcons edged the Buckeyes 6-4 and
14-4 before running up the score in the final
match, 36-0. Meanwhile, BG edged the Big
Red, Ohio's small college champions, 9-0.
"It has been a very long season and when
Sou blow out your opponents every week by
) or 40 points, it is very tough to get your
players up for another track meet the following week," BG coach Roger Mazzarella
said.
Every indication the Falcons had regarding the Bucks pointed to an easy match.
Even Miami, a 48-point Falcon victim, had
taken the Buckeyes to the cleaners in the
Ohio Championships three weeks earlier.
Coached by former U.S. Eagle Steve Fin-

CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Bengals Coach Sam
Wyche says ne's not going to
be critical of his players and
hopes the news media and
fans will follow the same philosophy.
'Tin not going to criticize
any player who is going out
there and doing his best,"
Wyche told a news conference
while reviewing Sunday's
31-29 setback against the
Houston Oilers.
It was the second consecutive National Football League
flame that the Bengals have
ost in the last few minutes.
The team and Wyche were
the target of much media
criticism after both defeats.
Asked how he was holding

kel, the Buckeyes have made some obvious
strides in strengthening their program.
"We wanted to play BG just before the
Big-10 Tournament in November," Finkel
said. "To see where you own program
stands, you've got to measure it up against
the best around and BG's the ruler to do that
with."
Falcon center Gus Saponari broke a M tie
in the second half with a 75-yard scoring run
that fullback Scott Ault converted to put BG
in front 6-0. All-Ohio Buckeye wing Paul
Murray tightened the match with a try in the
corner but his conversion attempt fell short
and BG held on to its 6-4 lead.
BG opened the scoring gates a little wider
in the second match, winning, 14-4. Eighthman Todd Haitz and backs Keith Cherry and
Mark Colclesser scored tries while fullback
Steve Markert booted a conversion in the
victory.

The Falcons experience really began to
take its toll on the Buckeyes in the third
match, as BG recorded its 15th shutout of the
season, 36-0.
Bowling Green High School graduate
Dave McKee scored his first two tries of the
season while backs Saponari, Chuck Gute,
Colclesser, Dave Oster and Mike Sylvester
talked on solo efforts.
The Falcons ended their season above .500
for the 40th consecutive time. BG's 30-4-3 record in 1987 ranked it first in Ohio, the
Midwest and the nation.
Individually, Falcon players ranked one
and two in the national-scoring championship. Center Tony Konczak led the nation
with 130 points and fullback Scott Ault
moved into second with' 90 points after
taking over the goal-kicking duties for BG
following Koncak s injury three weeks ago.

up under the criticism, Wyche said, "You don't. You
don't hold up by yourself. You
go back in that locker room. I
hang around with those fellows (the players and coaches) for a while."
Cincinnati, 2-5, last in the
American Football Conference Central Division, hasn't
lost it's spirit, Wyche insists.
"It's soil the same team. It
still has the same potential
we had at the beginning. It's a
long season and a lot of things
can happen. We have a lot of
games left," Wyche said.
"There's a saying that
things even out, so we ought
to have a better time of it. No,
the players are not giving up
on the year."

Farren 'tackles'
familiar duties
BEREA I APi — When a teammate walked past offensive lineman
Paul Farren's locker and called him "Mr. Fix-it," Farren simultaneously appreciated the thought and wished it wasn't true.
Farren, normally the Cleveland Browns' starting left guard, has
moved to tackle for the second straight season because of an injury
to Rickey Bolden.
"A lot have people have said it will benefit me because I can play
different positions, but it's a double-edged sword," Farren said.
"Some guys are playing one position their whole careers, and when
you do that, you pick up little techniques and you become real efficient at it."
Farren, however, hasn't had the luxury of settling into one job.
Bolden broke his arm in the fifth game last season, forcing Farren to
move to tackle as Larry Williams took over Farren's guard spot.
The same alignment was implemented Sunday after Bolden broke
his ankle during the Browns' 27-24 overtime loss at San Diego.
What happened Sunday was so sudden, you really can^ prepare
yourself for it," Farren said. "But once you're in there for a few
plays, you just try to settle down."
while tackle and guard might seem like similar positions to the
casual fan, Farren says there are many differences.
"Every position has unique (blocking) techniques," he said. "Basically, for a tackle, the angles are all different. Your whole outlook
is changed. But again, I've been there in the past, so it wasn't too
difficult for me. I settled down after a while."
Farren. a 6-5. 280-pounder from Boston University, was a
12th-round draft choice of the Browns in 1983. After seeing limited
duty as a rookie, he started six games in place of right tackle Cody
Risien when Risien was hurt in 1984.
Farren became the Browns' starting left tackle in 1985, then
moved to guard with the emergence of Bolden last year — until Bolden broke nis arm.
Because Bolden missed so much of last season, the Browns were
unusually well prepared for his ankle injury Sunday.
"Obviously the loss of Rickey is a significant one, but he has been
able to be replaced in the past by Paul Farren and Larry Williams,"
Coach Marty Schottenheimer said.
"When we practice, we get a lot of regulars and a lot of subs in
there in case something like this happens," Farren said. "It's something that you have to be prepared for. Today in the NFL, you have
to be prepared to play more than one position, because of the amount
of linemen we carry and the amount of injuries that can occur these
days.
"I would like to be able to settle down at one position, but again,
you have to be able to plug the gap when something happens,
whether it be at tackle or guard."
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Don't touch that puck
Referee Steve Piotrowski confirms a shot by Bowling Green's Brian
Meharry (blocked by '20 Paul Swift) has crossed the goal line in last
Saturday's game against Miami at the Redskins' Goggin Ice Arena.

Strike season entertaining
by Patrick Murphy
sports columnist

One strike can ruin your whole
day, or your whole season in
some respects.
Last month's NFL strike has
turned the league upside down
and inside out. But tor the most
part, it has turned the season
into an all-around funfest.
The pace has been fast and

furious, but also tough to follow.
So, here are a few observations
on the football season which now
lies at the halfway mark.
The Players' Union was
clearly "had" by the management. Not only did the players
lose a paycheck or two, but they
have found they are not in the
same position as they were when
they left.
The strike has changed the
standings a geat deal this year.
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never knows in the wacky world
of pro football.
On that same AFC Central
note, where would the world be
without a coach like Sam Wyche? The Cincinnati Bengals
were to at least be contenders
for a wild-card spot in the
playoffs, but poor coaching and
poor defense has all but dashed
the Queen City's hope for a
championship.
Thus far this year, the Bengals have dropped three decisions
in the waning moments of a ball
fame. First San Francisco, then
Ittsburgh, and then Houston,
all lost in the fourth quarter.
Amazing, isn't it?
The bet here is that Sad Sam
will be a coach without a team
bytheendofthe season.
D See Murphy, page 9.
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All in a day's work
N.Y. Times reports baseball players' annual salaries
NEW YORK (AP) — Lance
Parrish of the Phillies went
l-for-4 in a 9-3 loss to the Atlanta
Braves on July 12 and made
$200,000 for it.
Andre Dawson of the Chicago
Cubs went l-for-4 in a 12-0 loss to
the Los Angeles Dodgers that
afternoon and made $150,000.
Steve Balboni of the Kansas
City Royals went O-for-4 against
the Oakland Athletics Sept. 20
and made $65,000.
All had incentive bonus
clauses in their contracts that
added substantially to their salaries if they were not injured by
certain points of the season.
A study of baseball salaries
published in yesterday's edi-

Murphy_
O Continued from page 8.
The NFC is not as crazy as
the AFC in respects to who is in
the lead.
Washington, Chicago, and
San Francisco have all picked
up where they left off before
the strike and should appear in
post-season play. All three
teams are hot and combining
hard work with a dedication to
go to the Super Bowl.
The Giants might learn from
those teams. After winning the
Super Bowl last year, they decided to take the off-season
lightly and some took time to
write a book or two.
As the standings show, the
Giants at 1-6 will be watching
the playoffs at home this year.
A miracle finish is not likely in
New York.
The biggest news this past
week was the Eric Dickerson
trade.
Dickerson was making
waves in the Los Angles Rams

tions of The New York Times
and contract details obtained by
The Associated Press reveal
that several players earned
more in bonuses than they did in
salary.
According to The Times, there
were 57 players who made more
than $1 million and six of them
made more than $2 million —
Dan Quisenberry, George Brett,
Jim Rice, Eddie Murray, Mike
Schmidt and Gary Carter.
The $200,000 Parrish received
for being in that July 12 game
was a bonus for not being on the
disabled list by the All-Star
break, and it made him a 1987
millionaire. His salary was
$800,000.

Parrish and Dawson were the
only two premier free agents
who changed teams last season.
Dawson took a $1 million pay cut
to sign a $500,000 contract with
the Chicago Cubs, the team he
wanted to play for. He earned an
extra $150,000 when he did not go
on the disabled list before the
All-Star break and another
$50,000 when he was named to
the National League All-Star
team.
He led the major leagues with
137 runs batted in and tied for
the lead with 49 home runs. He is
almost certain to file for salary
arbitration. But because of
owner's desires to reduce salaries, Dawson had to take a huge

organization saying that he
wanted to be traded and that
he was grossly under-paid. It
was true that he was worth
more than the $600,000-plus he
was making, but he showed no
class by complaining in the
middle of the season.
He showed no respect
toward his teammates nor his
coach. As soon as Dickerson
opened his mouth in L.A., he
was finished. He was part of a
three team trade which had
the Rams coming out smelling
like roses.
The trade sent Dickerson to
the Colts, second-round draft
pick, Cornelius Bennett to the
Buffalo Bills, and Owen Gill
from the Colts and Greg Bell
from the Bills to the Rams.
The deal was sweetened with
the Rams also receiving two
first round draft choices and
three second round draft
choices from the Bills and
Colts.
The Rams not only rid themselves of a complainer, but
also aquired the building

blocks for which to rebuild an
aging squad.
Obviously, there were no
tears shed with the trading of
Dickerson and there shouldn't
be. He was clearly a troublemaker and was dealt with accordingly.
Lastly, it was good to see
Jim McMahon of Chicago
making a triumphant return to
the Bears. There seems to be
something magical about the
Bears when McMahon starts
at QB. They have won 24
straight games when he starts.
Maybe he really is a good
quarterback behind all that
clowning around.
Overall, the season has been
saved for the fans with the return of the players.
Afterall, the fans are what
makes the game special and
this year they have been
treated with a little more entertaining season. It should be
a great second half of the
season.

pay cut to switch teams.
Balboni was released by the
Royals following the 1986
season. He earned $625,000 but
hurt his back Sept. 9 and missed
the remainder of the season.
Kansas City offered him a 1987
contract that guaranteed only
$100,000. but included bonuses of
$65,000 tor every 30 games that
he did not go on the disabled list.
So even though he batted .207
with 24 home runs and 60 RBI in
121 games, Balboni earned all
$525,000 in bonuses.
Large bonuses identified by
The Tunes went to Don Sutton of
the California Angels, who made
$340,000 for games started; Mike
Witt of the Angels, who made

$250,000 for innings pitched; Nolan Ryan of the Houston Astros,
who made $200,000 for his number of starts.
Jim Gott of the Pittsburgh Pirates made $217,000 in bonuses
above his $100,000 salary for
games started, and Atlee Hammaker of the San Francisco
Giants made $212,000 in bonuses
above his $168,000 salary for the
number of his appearances, according to The Tunes.
Charlie Kerf eld of the Houston
Astros had perhaps the most
unusual contract in baseball. He
made $110,037.37 and 37 boxes of
orange Jell-O.

McGwire named
A.L.'s top rookie
NEW YORK (AP) - Oakland
first baseman Mark McGwire,
whose 49 home runs set a majorleague record for a first-year
player, was unanimously selected Rookie of the Year in the
American League, the Baseball
Writers Association of America
announced yesterday.
McGwire, the choice of all 28
voters, is the second unanimous
selection in the 40-year history
of the award. Carlton Fisk of the
Boston Red Sox was the first, in
1972.
McGwire's selection marked
the first time since 1958-59 that
players from the same team
won the AL award in consecutive seasons. Oakland's Jose
Canseco was the 1986 recipient.
Washington's Albie Pearson and
Bob Allison were the last to be
selected in consecutive seasons.
McGwire earned 140 points to
64 for the runnerup, third baseman Kevin Seitzer of the Kansas

City Royals. Catcher Matt
Nokes of the Detroit Tigers was
third with 32 points.
McGwire broke Al Rosen's AL
rookie home run mark of 37, set
with Cleveland in 1950, then
broke the major-league record
of 38 set by Wally Berger of the
Boston Braves in 1930 and tied
by Frank Robinson of Cincinnati
in 1956.
"I don't even think about it,"
McGwire said about hitting
homers. "I've never even put
myself in the position where I
thought I would lead the American League in home runs."
McGwire, in fact, tied the Chicago Cubs' Andre Dawson for
the major-league homer lead
while driving in 118 runs and
batting .289.
McGwire's record-breaking
39th homer was off 300-game
winner Don Sutton of the California Angels on Aug. 14 at
Anaheim Stadium.

Cowboy
fans
wake up
IRVING, Texas (AP) After a trial separation,
the Dallas Cowboys' fans
love their team again.
Showing the heart of
their eany 1970s championship clubs, the Cowboys rallied from a 10-point
deficit in the fourth period
to defeat the New York
Giants 33-24 Monday night.
The sixth Giants' loss
dealt perhaps a fatal blow
to the Super Bowl champion's playoff hopes.
Dallas Coach Tom Landry yesterday gave most of
the credit to the fans, who
had come down hard on the
regular players during the
24-day NFL strike.
"The crowd was as loud
as I've ever heard it in
Texas Stadium in the
fourth period," Landry
said. "Normally, I don't
notice a crowd. But that
one was loud. It had the
Giants jumping offsides
because they couldn't hear
the signals.*
Landry said his team
had an old-fashioned pep
rally in the locker room
after the game.
'It was a good feeling,"
he said. "They hadn't had
a good feeling in a long
time. They were excited
because you don't usually
come back to beat world
champions hi the fourth
quarter."
Club President Tex
Schramm said. "It was an
amazing thing. They
cheered when we thought
they would boo."
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QIP

YOU HA VE IT,
NOW USE IT!

OPEN M-TR
9:30AM.-4PM.
FRI 9.-30AM.-3PM.

9

Picture Place

DEVELOPING SPECIAL

FREE

KENT STATE
vs.

Required

BGSU

SECOND SET OF

PRINTS
original color print rolls, C-41 110, 126, 135, Disc
No other discounts apply
OFFER ENDS WITH PICK-UP ON MON. NOVEMBER 16, 1987

Saturday 1:30
at Perry Field
PARENTS DAY

*—+—■* =i« =«=*=*:=*=«=* —* _<_«_*_« _=* _«_*_*_*_« =

EXCLUSIVELY
FOP YOU!!

The JCPenney Styling
SALON

Don't gamble with your resume

AT WOODLAND MALL

Play a sure hand with
University Graphic Arts Services

PROUDLY WELCOMES:
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
OF
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
SHOW YOUR B.G.S.U. I.D.
& RECEIVE

ft 2.OOOFF Full Service
Haircut
$5 .OO OFF Any Color or
Permanent Wave
PLUS
FREE HAIR CONSULTATION WITH
EVERY VISIT
CALL NOW FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT
354-0940 OR 354-1077 EXT. 205
HOURS: M-F 8:30-8:30
SAT 8:30-8:00
SUN
12:00-4:00
Am«loa
JC
1*01 ti
Mnn«v
NOT VALID WITH
AN^THE^PraAL
jHARgy,

SiH

Experience
Price
Quality
Convenience

Graphic Arts Services has what it takes to make you and your resume
a winner. We've done thousands in the past few years. Let us do
yours.

211 West Hall

372-7418

Classifieds
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
" AUDITIONS"
Anyone sitereeted In eurjkaaning tor a ftngmg or
danOng poUrion •< m» MW BQSU SchokraNp
Pageant, more wil be sign-up sheets lfor auav
Don times) and information concerning auortlone
posted al ttve week m 42S Student Sarvicn
AurMlona lor singers «* M Nov 10 and lor
dancers. Nov 12
•FORUMReckvn and Majority Enrolment
WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT>
JOIN USG
WED NOV 4. I 987 al 7 30 PM
121 Waal Hal
-

•FORUM
Rac«m and Minority Enrolment
WHAT CAN WE 00 ABOUT IT'
JONUSO
WED NOV 4. 1897 al 7 30 PM
121 Weal Hal
•WEDNESDAY WELLNESS SERIES NO. 1'
"Everything Yeu Alwayi Wanted to Know
about X-Maya"
tecay Uli. Radiologist. Hearth Center
1145 imiim p.m., Mo.iaibei 4
Ueln Lounge, Ott-Campu s Student Center
Sponsored by the Student Health Cant or. the
Commuter OtfCampus Organization and the
Oft-Cempue Student Center.
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS. OR NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE
GRADUATING OR LEAVING B 0.8 U. AFTER
FALL SEMESTER. 1B67. SHOULD CALL THE
STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112 TO
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT INTERVIEW
Attention al campus clubs, groups and
orgaruaOona That Is your last chance to have
your picture in the 1988 KEY' Oearjaie lor al
pictures Is Nov 20 Contact CynrJ at the KEY
372-8088 or atop by 28 West Hal tor informaton sheets
ATTENTION UAO
CAMPUS FTLMERS
TONIGHT AS ALWAYS.
WE HAVE A MEETING
UAO OFFICE IS THE PLACE
730 IS THE TIME
BE THERE1
BGSU
AMNESTY WTERNATrONAL
Thursday 4 00 PM 400 Moseiey
Please Joai Us1
BGSU Circle K Club
Meeting TONIGHT
9 00 PM 108 BA
COFFEE BREAK
Thurs Nov 5 2-3 PM
Oft Campus Student Center
Quest Dr Rush Metor-Deen. Library
Enjoy Ann Arbor ART FESTIVAL with W.S.A.
Sat Nov 7. 1987 3-8 PM
There are onty 13 seats avertable, so hurry upsign up at 411 South Hal. S8 per person
FRIDAY MAGAZINE
Weekly meetings are Monday al 7 30 PM si the
Commons. 2nd floor ol Wast Hal writers
photographers and artists are needed Non(oumeasm majora are welcome to attend Cal
372-8967 or 353 2936 lor more inlormebon

Ormcron Delta Kappa, a ra-onal Leadership
Honor Society at now accepting appacahons
lor membership Appacahons are a teals at
tha Student Services Buldng n Room 406
The deadahe to return completed appecaoone is
November 8
Membership is nationally
recogrxzed as one ol the rmgheei and finest
honors a Univeralty Student can earn, ao apery
now!'
PROFESSIONAL INTERVIEW SEMINAR
Sponeoredby DoUe Sigma PI
WED. NOV 4 7 00 PM 112 Ute Science
Featuring Owens Corning Energies* DANA.
The Andersons All Business Students
Welcome
SPORT MANAGEMENT CLUB
Don't forget voleytioj TONIGHT
BOO in the racquet room ol the Rec Center—
GET INVOLVED'
The ItmiMNCE CLUB wla be having a meeting
tonight at 7:30 m room 104 of the BA butdlng
Guest speaker -4 be:
GARY L BROWN
General Agent tor
Northwestern Mutual
Al majors are welcome to attend Current
members pteoae bring dues and appbeabons

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Formal Meeting
WHEN Wednesday Nov 4 7 30 PM
WHERE 112 BA
SPEAKER John Maier Ckeara-leMe) on living
and wortung in Belgium
NEVER AGAIN the campus wide organization
mat promotes RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS
ABOUT DRINKING AND DRIVING needs your
help Come to our meeting tomorrow Thursday
November 5 in Room 110 BA at 8 PM and see
how you can make Bowing Green, a safer place
tolve

WOMEN S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo Ottering
gynecological eervtcee A pregnancy terrrsnebon
by ■cenaad phyalden including prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing Pap test (tor cervical cancer). VD screening bvth control Ho .
Tubal llgaSon. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (apedal rates lor students I
By appointment 1-241-2471

PERSONALS
KEVIN HAUQHT
CXrNGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR ELECTION AS
REGIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
COORDINATOR
FOR THE
OHrO-WEST VIRGINIA NAACURH REGION
AS WELL AS YOUR
CAMPUS FUNDRAISER SERVICE
SCHOLARSHIP
AND NCC FOR THE MONTH OF MAY
WE ARE PROUD OF YOUII
YOUR NAACURH DELEGATION AND
RSA

The Psychology Depl TARPS Committee
proseilta Dr Dtanna Stone
indrvxJueH lleatrltons to Organizational Drug
Testing Pokcies Thursday. November 5.
3 30-5.00 112 Ute Science
The) "Leaden on Leadership" and "Campaign SI" Symposia deadlines here beat aitended to December 11 Contact the Center lor
Academic Options 231 Admin or 2-8202 lor

mo

■ Attention Ashley 1st end 2nd lows I r
i ««t wanted to aay thanks tor being terrtHe
residents.
Ilovaysli'
-Sue

You etUI don't believe that there is sn Internship In your Held In Washington DC? Find out
what • s suable lor you today at 1 30 al 231
Admin or cal 2-8202 to Barn about summer Inlernehlpa lor al majors through vie Center tor
Academic Options

LOST & FOUND
•PLEASE HELPLOST YELLOW BINDER WITH FOLDER ATTACHED If found pieasa cal Maria 372-6211
VERY IMPORTANT lor daaa1
Reward: tor anyone returning an opal ring wfrfi
two diamond* that was left m the reetroom ol
the Education Butdlng Great aentmental value
2-5521

RIDES
HOC DESPERATELY NEEDEDI
THURSDAY PREFERABLY OR EARLY FRIDAY
TO DAYTON (CENTERVILLEI OR SURROUNDING AREA WILL PAY GAS SI PLEASE CALL
TAMMY AT 372-1786

'"'rVMWIMI'"'
Parent's Oaf la coming soon' Be sure to show
your parents how much you care by buying
them a mum carnation corsage or boutonrriera
Order yours today from the Orientation Board m
the Student Services forum or first floor of
Education
••••FIOWWSAL!""
Pererrl'i Day ra corning scon1 Be sure to show
your parents how much you care by buying
them a mum-carnation corsage or boutonnrare.
Order yours today from tha Orientation Board m
the Student Serviosa forum or first floor of
Education

•WEDtattOAY WELLNESS SEMCS NO. ?
"Everything Yen Always Warned to Knew
about X4Vjya"
tecay otz, Waataloelal, Health Center
11:41 a.m.-12:M e.l»., November 4
fasta Lounge, OtfCampue Student Center
Sponsored by the Student Heetth Center ' a
easterner Off-Campus Orgenlzatkwi a- M
OW-Caespaa Student Center.
ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY M>, rVEO 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHESTO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID CON
FDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914 621 1 1 52
ATTENTION LADY VOTERS OF B G
Elect me your "PARTY'' favorite1 Mate Dancer,
more into eel 354-3138 Fun and excitement
arson my kst as top priority

••Attention"
Brent has decided to let ua al know what S S
means Oaf lam to find out at 353-7615 Ne«t
time we'I print the whole storyi

SERVICES OFFERED

• "BEER UNTIL 2 30"
BEEIN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF ST1NGRS CAFE

ABORTION
Morrang alter treatment
Personal 4 Private
Center lor Choice H
ToredO 419 255 7769

• -CARRY OUT BEER UNTIL 2 30" ■
AT STATE MINIMUM PFOCES
BEEIN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF STINGERS CAFE

AIRPLANE BANNER TOWING
Put Your Ada or Personals Hi the Sky
Cad (419) 882-0321

"DEU SANDWICHES .79"
MON-FRI AFTER 10 00 PM
STINGERS CAFE

PACKAGING
HAVE TO SHa? A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express ' UPS
A-Z Data Center * 362-5042

"LARGE PIZZA $2 60 1 ITEM"
UNCOOKED-ANYTIME DAY OR NIGHT
BEEIN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT

Pregnant? We're here to help you thru Cal First
Hope 354-HOPE lor tree pregnancy teats, sup
portive services
TYPhMO? RESUMES?
Document Storage on Diskette
A-Z Data Center 352-5042

"MARRIOTT oo&tSZnoi"
CAREER INFORMATION NiGHT'
EXPLORE CAREER OPTIONS ANO-OR INTERNSHIP OPTIONS WITH THIS MULTIBILLION DOLLAR HOSPITALITY CORPORA
TON THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 5, MCFALL
CENTER • GALLERY -PROFESSIONAL
DRESS

NESrOENT ADVISOR poekKna aveaabie lor
SPRrNO SEMESTER Appacation can be picked
up at 425 Student Services or any Residence
Hal desk begmrwig November 9 Appacatlona
are due by 5 00 PM November 24
SIGMA PM EPKLON'S WEEKLY AWARD*"
BROTHER OF THE WEEK - DON PATTISON
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK - DALE tlAMPIHIRE
FAN OF THE WEEK - ANNETTE SCHUTER
Tart Courtney
Heppy Birthday"
Now that you're 20.1 hope you can be E S and
not E.U.< Thanks tor putting pu with me-you're
the greatest ever' CC
THE BROTHERS Of SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SUPPORT
MATT JENNINGS
IN THE IFC PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
MONDAY
NOVEMBER STH
PHI ALPHA

tOWLINQ GREEN
WESTLING
CLUB
BOWLING GREEN
WRESTLING CLUB
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
4:90 THURSDAY, 5 IRC
MAIN LOUNGE

To whoever look my blue Schwmn Treveler bike
from the Mac East bfcerack Please return it no
queenone asked 372-5218
WEDNESDAY NITE CLUB
10:00 AT MARK'S
TOPIC PLACEMENT FOR W.N.C. ORADS
EVERYONE HATES US. WE LOVE
OURSELVES'

C.K.I.
Four years today. Face I, you're stuck with mo
LOVE. I
Chris Wrltkop.
You're the Best Phi Pai Little' Fun times are
ahead Welcome to the Forney
Congrsts! Your Big -Tim
COFFEE BREAK
Thure Nov. 5 2 3 PM
Off-Campus Student Center
Queet Dr Rush Mater Deen. Library
CONGRATULATIONS Brian and JoAnn on your
Kappa Sigma LsvaSeri Good Luck. The Guys

Davy Jonas Locker
CtoeedNov 10-12 Opening Nov 13
at 1002 S Main St

■"DON'T READ THIS AO"'
Unless you're a fun-loving, energetic person
who LOVES to be the center of sttsnbon
NOW'S YOUR CHANCE...
..to show off BGSU to thousands of perspective students' Interested? Find out how YOU
can be a pan of PREVIEW DAY '17 Attend
tomorrow night's meeting from 6:30-8:30 in
McFal Canter Admeelone Reception Area. See
You There'

POINSETTtA SALE
SPONSORED BY PI KAPPA ALPHA
KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOUOAYSI

•FMA Meeting TonajM'
8 00 McFall Aaaembly Room- Guest
Speaker Martha Rogers- Leal chance for
Ebony Feehxw Show Tickets'

352-4883

• KAPPA PHI ACTIVES ■
YOU ARE THE GREATEST"
• LOVE. THE KAPPA PHI PLEDGES ■

Porerertg Rifles Co 1-11 wtsn to recognize
their Fat 87 pledges
Paul Swiergasz
Lisa Toson
Jonathan Webb
DevxJ Yeagers
Richard Lee
Keep Up the Good work'

• -STATE MINIMUM PRIZES UNTIL 2.30"
BEE-IN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT

OIBENEDETTO S SUB ME QUICK
WU BE TAKING 4-FOOT PARTY
SUB ORDERS FOR PARENTS WEEKEND
UNTIL 6 00 PM FRIDAY

Work) Student AssoceUion and
the Spanish Ckjb welcome you to the
HISPANIC FIESTA
Internabonal Lounge. 411 South Hal
Thurs . Nov 6. 1987 at 9 00 PM
Hkajanrc lood. music, and much more1

Hoaprtalrlyl
•sent Society
Our gueat speeker tonight w* be Mr Don
Michel-owner of 14 McDonalds Franchaed
restaurants 8 00-10 00 PM in the Oho Suite.
University Union Please dress professionally
Interested In Computer Science?
Come to International Lounge. 411 South Hal
on Thurs Nov 5 al 2 46 PM and listen to Or.
Walter Manor. Computer Science Prolessor at
BGSU -Sponsored by W S A

II November 4,1987

Dear Measa Cloaa.
We LOVE You1 Happy 20th from your
BESTEST friends. Praise II
Love. Tim. Jen a Steve

Ever wonder what the We ol a Hal Director is
REALLY eve' Diane Car' tees the world m "A
Day In the Lie'' In Mlaceeany magazine on Nov

an.

Hank's Molecules of the Week:
Hydroxycycky^exytrriegneesjm bromide
9 hydroxynonanoic aad lectori*
Hey Mike- The, one'a for you' (Finely) Thenne
for the weekend.
I Love You,
Oreenre
IMPORT

NIGHT WEDNESDAYS
SATURDAYS
TOUR THE WORLD OF BEER
OVER 70 IMPORTS AT POLLYEYES
440 E COURT 352 9638

Winter's approaching, and Crag Hergert tiaa
some ideas on what that meens to a Minnesota
native In Ohio Look for I In MUcsaany
magazine, coming to e newsstand near you
Nov 9th

The BG News
RATES: per arj are 65' per lino $1 95 minimum
50* extra par ad for bold type
Approximately 35 46 spaces par arto

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum) $5 85
2 (18 line minimum) $1 I 70

PREPAYMENT is required lor al non-university related business and ■ndividuala

NOTICE: The BG News wet not be responsible lor enor f>jg to *eo*kty or incomplete ailormatlon Please come to 214
West Hal immediately if there is an error m your ad The BG fVews wta not be responsible lor typograpfxcal
errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions
The BG rVews reserves the right to release the names ol aiorvidijais who place advemsing «i The rVewi. Tha
decision on whether to release tras nformahon shal be made by the management of The BG New. The
purpose ol tins policy is to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to mdrvxJuais or organizations

RESORT HOTELS. Crmseenes. AXnee S
Amusement Parka NOW accepting applications
lor summer lobs. Internships and career poeiItone. For mlormation $ appacation write National Cossgjate Recreebon. P O Box 8074
Melon Head Island. SC 29938

Student Organizabon interested In making
$1000 00 lor marketing protect on campus
The position wB be feed IMMEDIATELY EXcesent opportunity for any STUDENT GROUP
or ORGANIZATION' (800) 327 3294

Student representative needed lo market Spring Break trips to Florida Cal Leisure Time
Tours 1-812-784-2287

FOR SALE
1174 1-2 MOB Roadster New Top. Low mesa
on power Man. some rust. $2600 WB con
elder M-C or computer on trade 372-7816 ai
eveeig 352-1509
2 Parents Dey Tickets!
Greet Seats lor both the game and Rich LittleCal Paula at 353-6719

CCM Ice Skates. Size 7 Great Condition $75
Terry 372-3881

remete rmte needed Spring S or Summer
Semester Large apt Great location $105
month plus utl 354-0981

The big boy with NO NAME and his one-eyed
PYTHON
Where My place
When ASAP
Cal lor arrangements
rjoncerning The Shetland pony
You wB be searched at the door. Please
remove belts and shoe laces prior to your
arrival
XO - Your Thresher

FOR SALE
77 Ponttac Astra Sta Wagon Runs wel. but
body needs work Asking $500 or best offer If
interested cal Jerry at 354-4922 (after 6 PM)

FOR SALE
Ught Blue Honda Accord (1982) Good
condrlton- new brakes, new struts, new wiring,
I new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
Cal 353-7020 Ask lor Rob
FURNITURE TABLES. CHAIRS. DINETTE
SETS. BEDS ALL IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
ANO REASONABLE DELIVERY ANO SET-UP
POSSIBLE CALL 893-0142
Pomlsettias for Sate
Grounds Dept
Cal 2-7649 or 2-7660
Departmental Sales Onty

Two parents day tickets Cal Jos at 354- 7805
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
ONE TICKET TO THE RICH LITTLE SHOW ON
PARENTS DAY, NOV 7. 1987
WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR
CALL BRYON AT 372-1975

t

WANTED: BGSU PARENTS
FOR: UAO CAMPUS MOVIES
1 "Hannah > Her Sisters" a
2 Annie Hal
WHEN: Movie 1 -B t 10 PM
Movie 2-MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY t SATURDAY
COST: $1 50 • STUDENTS
1.50-PARENTS
WHERE: 210 MATH SCIENCE

Pool table for Sato Good
negotieble CM 372-8202

shape

Price

FOR RENT
1 or 2 lemeto roommates needed to sublease
large 2 bdrm apt. Becky 354-3446 or
352-2429
2 bdrm fum apt Close to campus lor 1988
Spring Semester-avail mid Dec 1-267-3341
3 females looking lor 4th non-smokmg roommate lor Spring Semester 6th and High For
more silo Cal Laura (354-4135)

LARGE 1 BDRM APT FOR SUBLEASE 1ST
MONTH RENT FREE PHONE 353 5104

HELP WANTED

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
TUCK-IN SERVICE
372-2988
Model Sale (finished samples) over 300
The French Knot 200 S Main
Sate Starts Thursday1
NEVER AGAIN, the campus wide organization
that promotes RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS
ABOUT DRINKING AND DRIVING needs your
hsfp Come to our meeting tomorrow Thursday
November 5 n Room 110 BA at 8 PM and see
how you can make Bowing Green s safer piece
totem

' -alARRrOTT CC4tPORATK>N- •
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 5 TO DISCUSS
CAREER AND INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
COME ANY TIME BETWEEN 7 00 AND 9 30
PM. MCFALL CENTER-GALLERY
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
Bowing Green Country CkA hiring lor waitress
position Must be able to work lunches Experienced only Apply si person 923 Fakvkrw
Ave
DiBenedetto s Sob Me Quick
Now fixing delivery personnel Al shifts Must
have own car Apply 2-5, Mon-Fn

LARGE EFFICIENCY AVAILABLE
FIRST AND LAST MTH RENT ARE PAID
CALL 353-0083
Limited Semester Leeees Available
Two locations to choose from Very r
rates. Cal RE Management 352-9302
LOOKING FOR NEW LIVING
ARRANGEMENTS?
You can have your own bedroom or share it with
a friend If mterealed please cat Carole at
352 9635
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY-HEAT FREE
CALL 353-8806
Roommate needed to sublease 2 bedroom apt
$226 a month unties paid 352-2429

ssmgp

Brad ndlerilt

rim Ms
FOWO A
COPY OF THt

.Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security § or Account #

A/£C*0MOMICOM,
fill 4AIC1EMT MD
£VIt BOOK THAT.

(For billing purposes only)

//» VSED 1/nPMOPeRLY

WILL

Please print your ad Clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear

Classification In which you wish your ad lo appear:
Campus 4 City Events'

_

Lost A Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

_
_

Summon

V/tSPMK/lSLi
HORAOtS Ffton THI
Tt**iFriva OUT EH.
MA A/ nor
KHoumt, r/t/$, Tim,
PABB16S WITH
T«e BOOK....

(Circle words you wish lo appear in bold type)

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sal*
For Rant

•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only
Mail to: (On or Otf-Campua Mail)
The BG News
214 Wesl Hal BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
[Checks payable to The BO Hews)
Phone 372-2601
Total number ol days to appear

National Cotktge S University marketing corporation needs help Immediately Work your
own hours The position pays up to $500 00
depending on efforts Marketing. Entrepreneur,
or Business minded student prelered. (800)
327-3294

•WANTED TWO FEMALE (NON-SMOKINGI
ROOMMATES FOR SPRING SEMESTER
HAVEN HOUSE APTS $143 75 A MONTH
CALL 353-8409 TODAY

372 2988

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

Dales ol insertion

HIRING! Government jobs - your area
$15.000$68.000 Cal (802) 838-8885 EXT
4244

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4's Seized m
drug raids lor under $ 1007 Cal for facts today
602-8373401 Ext 299

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
TUCK-IN SERVICE

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication, 4 p.m.
( The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays)

High-energy individuals needed 'or all
Dosibons 18 yeers ol egs end older-no experience necessary wJ Irian talk to us about
car pookng Henry J'B Nightclub. 1532 S
Byrne Road. Toledo Apply after 8:30 PM WedSundey

WANTED

KEN ITERBA
I'm looking lor information concerning the
whereabouts of my good rhsnd. Lovs-A-Lot
Bear He was last seen before Heeoween playing wittit the seek) I've been looking lor ram tor
ao long that I leei "beet" K you have any mformeson about Love A Lot pteeae let me know
Tender-Heert-Beer

-Classified Information
Mail-In Form

EXOTIC DANCERS
WANTED FOR NEW CLUB IN TOLEDO
BIG MONEY EASY HOURS
CALL (1)472-8485

WEDNESDAYS SPAGHETTI S GARLIC BREAD
$2 25
THURSDAYS LASAQNA 1 GARLIC BREAD
S2 25QONLY AT POLLYEYS 440 E COURT
EAT M OR CARRY OUT

Need one female roommate lor spring
semester. Close to campus Price negotiable
Cat 354-8702

Defta Zeta Zee's are eoooo Specie!'
Delta Zeta Zee's are eoooo special1
DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ

Director ol Human Service Programs-Supervise
6 human service programs, report lo crest executive officer Bachelor or eoutv . experience.
7 yra. supervisory and mgml experience
Salary $30 s Should be wBJng to relocate mteresksd Inoividuele who meet Qualifications
must submit a resume lo WSOS Communrry
Action CommxuMon. c-o Kalhy Sloan. P O Box
590. Fremont. OH 43420 Equal Opportunity
Employer

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
[Second SeFhester Leases!
•

e

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
332-9133

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

